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Whitewater - Whiton Street Pottery  
1859-1866 

 

The Whiton Street Pottery was started by 29-year-old German immigrant John Milz, a former potter and 
employee of one of Williams’ potteries that consolidated at the Depot Pottery on James Street in 1858.1 
The 1858 directory lists Milz as a potter, indicating that he worked either at the Fremont Street or Depot 
Pottery prior to starting his own pottery. Many potters were displaced by the merger. Milz was married 
with two young children at the time, both born in Wisconsin, indicating he had immigrated before 1856. 

Milz bought property on the east side of Whiton Street just north of Charles Street in 1859. “John Milz 
purchased lot twelve of block two of Birges Addition on land contract for $100.”2 The location was 
described as in the hollow on Summit Street, suggesting the pottery sat in the back of the lot in a gully 
that runs north and south between Whiton and Summit Streets. 

 

Figure 1 This 1857 plat map shows the location of the Whiton Street pottery (now 345 S. Whiton Street) but not the pottery and 
kiln because they were built two years after this plat was published.3 

Ohnhaus bought a 50% interest in Milz’s pottery within year after it opened given that the 1860 Census 
lists him as an owner.4 The 1858 City Directory Ohnhaus also listed him as a potter5, indicating that like 
John Milz, Ohnhaus found himself out of work when the Fremont and Depot potteries were merged. 

June 1860 The U.S. Census Products of Industry Schedule lists the Depot Pottery under the business 
name of “Mills & Ownhouse” with the following statistics.6 

 Capital invested: $800 
 Revenue for the past twelve months: $6,000 
 100,000 gallons of crockery produced in the past twelve months. (This comes out to 6 

cents per gallon, which is one cent lower than the Depot Pottery price) 
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 Six male workers averaging $25/month in wages. 
 Seven tons of clay and “cement” (lead) inventory value: $350. 

The 1860 Census lists an Andrew Mullenberg living with John Milz and his family. It was common for 
pottery owners to provide room and board for their employees. Three other Germans were working in 
Whitewater in 1860 according to Census records – Sam Crackery, Frank Dike, and Jacob Hasman [sic]. 
We can’t know if they worked for Milz, but it was probably a German-speaking shop, so they are likely 
suspects. 

The April 6, 1861, issue of the Whitewater Register reported: “John Milz’s new pottery is located in the 
western part of the village. He employs four or five hands and two teams and has been in operation two 
and one half years and is doing a comfortable business.”7 

As late as 1868, people of Whitewater were accustomed to seeing pottery teams pulling 
enormous loads of ware, traveling through the country. Pottery wagons had, large, high-
built boxes and were described by on Whitewater resident as “the best substitute for a 
circus wagon containing wild beasts.8 

On 29 August 1865 Michael Ohnhaus Sr., sold his half-interest in lot twelve back to Milz for a total of 
$400. Then on April 11, 1866, Milz sold his interest in the clay bed. That sale, “coupled with an account, 
in the Early Annals of Whitewater on page 23, that his pottery operated for six or seven years beyond 
1859, indicate that he probably closed down in autumn of 1865, or during the summer of 1866, 
depending on the amount of clay and finished wares on hand. His name is not found in the United States 
Manuscript Census of 1870 for Walworth County, Village of Whitewater. “9 

Whiton Street Pottery Wares 

Based on the sherds recovered from the Whiton Street site, the pottery made there resembles that of 
the Fremont and Depot potteries. The clay source, glaze, firing, and production methods were the same 
as the Depot and Fremont Potteries. This, plus the fact that most or possibly all the potters who worked 
at the Whiton Street Pottery had previously worked at other Whitewater makes it easy to understand 
why there are such similarities between the three pottery’s products. However, it was a common 
practice for potteries to use a distinctive decoration, so customers could recognize their wares. From the 
handful of decorated sherds found at the Whiton Pottery site, at least two showed a flower without a 
base. By contrast, the Fremont and Depot potteries seemed use a sinuous tail (scroll) or a triangular 
base (Figure 2.) Our current working hypothesis is that decorated Whitewater pottery with a triangular 
or slash & scroll base are not from the Whiton Street Pottery. Many inaccessible shards are still buried 
on the Whiton Street site, and we expect that eventually enough decorated fragments will be uncovered 
to validate or disprove this hypothesis. 
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Figure 2 At left is the triangular flower base that we suspect the Depot Pottery used. Both the Fremont Street and the Depot 
Pottery probably used the slash and scroll decoration at right. George Williams adapted it from the flower he used on his pottery 
Williams when he worked at Nathan Clark’s Mount Morris, NY pottery.10 

 

Figure 3 The sherd at left was found at the Whiton Street Pottery site. The tulip decoration on the two-gallon jar and jug 
resemble the distinctive flower on the sherd. Note that the flower base is a simple line, not a triangle or scroll. 
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Figure 4 The sherd at left also came from the Whiton Street Pottery site. It looks like the crock at right.  

 

Figure 5 At left is a string holder. It has no bottom to capture a ball of string ball with the string coming up through the hole on 
top. At right is a two-gallon jar with a small, baseless flow. We attribute these to the Whiton Street Pottery. 
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